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A homogeneous axially symmetric cosmological model of the Bianchi type V is considered within the 
framework of general relativity. The model belongs to a class of anisotropic models with 4-velocities that 
are not orthogonal to the invariant manifolds (homogenous spaces) V3• Matter possesses a velocity and a 
nonvanishing 4-acceleration (except for dust matter). A transition from a synchronous system, with 
temporal geodesic lines orthogonal to the sapcelike V3, to a comoving system reveals the presence of 
horizon surfaces and possible incompleteness of the initial synchronous system. This leads to the necessity 
of introducing also semi-geodesic systems with spacelike geodesics which are orthogonal to non-spacelike 
invariant manifolds V3• A qualitative analysis of the Einstein equations is presented. A manifestation of the 
hydrodynamic specific features of continuous motion of matter in the presence of 4-acceleration is the 
double-valued character of the solution (the presence of limiting curves). An analysis of the motion of 
matter having the symmetry under consideration in Galilean space-time is also presented. 

PACS numbers: 04.70.+t 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Relativistic cosmology and general relativity 
theory (GRT) deal with homogeneous anisotropic 
models for which, by definition, the metric admits of 
a three-parameter group G3 of motions acting on three
dimenSional invariant manifolds V3 (the group criterion 
of homogeneity[1,2]). In accordance with the physical 
meaning of the cosmological model, it is usually as
sumed here that the homogeneous spaces V 3 with length 
element dZ2 are spacelike manifolds orthogonal to the 
lines of the time T. The metric in the synchronous 
system is then written in the form (c is the speed of 
light, and the notation of [2] is used) 

ds'= (CdT) '-dl'. (1.1) 

In this article we conSider an anisotropic model with 
homogeneous space V 3 of constant negative curvature, 
which admits of a group of motion of Bianchi type 
V y,2] Axial symmetry with respect to Xl is assumed, 
and in (1.1) we have [l-3] 

dl'=R,'(,) (dx')'-e-'·'R,'(,)[(dx')'+(dx')'j. (1.2) 

The source of the gravitational field is the hydrody
namic energy-momentum tensor of an ideal liquid 

T",= (e+p) u,u.-pg .. , u'u,=1. (1.3) 

It turns out to be of importance that the 4-velocity ui in 
(1.3) is not orthogonal to V3 in the model under con
sideration; the components u4 and u1 are different from 
zero in the system (1.1), (1.2) and the synchronous 
system (1.1), (1.2) in which the matter moves does not 
coinCide with the comoving system. It is important to 
note for comparison that in Bianchi model 1[1,2] the sys
tem (1.1) is always comoving and that in general there 
exists among the homogeneous anisotropic models an 
extensive class for which the 4-velocity ui is ortho
gonal to V3. [3,4] 

We consider the equation of state of the matter in 
the form (e is the internal energy and p is the pressure). 

p=(y-1)e (1.4) 

with a constant y in the interval 1 :!S Y :!S 2. From the 
conservation laws (Tf)'k = 0 for (1.3) we obtain after 
contracting with the 4-velocity 
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(1.5a) 
and when this expression is taken into account we ob
tain also 

(1.5b) 

According to (1.5b), the 4-acceleration ukui;k vanishes 
for dustlike matter (p = 0, y = 1), but differs from zero 
at 1 < y:!S 2. This circumstance, together with the fact 
that the synchronous and co moving systems do not coin
cide, is one of the decisive features of the considered 
model. In the kinematic breakdown[S] 

(1.6) 

the nonvanishing quantities in this case are the iso
tropic dilatation e, the shear-tensor components qi and 
q~ = q~ = -qi/2, and the 4-acceleration (1.5b) (there is no 
rotation), which are the anisotropy factors. 

A comparison of the system (1.1) with the comoving 
system reveals the incompleteness of the synchronous 
system, an incompleteness which is completely absent 
in models in which ui is orthogonal V 3 and which is a 
characteristic feature of the investigated model. (6] 

The Bianchi type V model was considered by a num
ber of workers. The case of the model of type V with 
ui orthogonal to V3 was considered by Heckmann and 
Schucking.(S,7] For dustlike matter, the exact solution 
of the GRT equations for (1.1), (1.2) was obtained by 
Farnsworth. (8] Questions of the asymptotic behaviors 
near the singularity during the isotropization process in 
models of type V and the anisotropy of the relict back
ground were considered in (9-11]. In this paper it is con
sidered the general case of matter with an equation of 
state (1.4). The presence of a horizon and the incom
pleteness of the synchronous system are discussed (Sec. 
2). A qualitative analysis is presented of the gravitation 
equations in the comoving system (Sec. 3). A limiting 
line is shown to exist and to lead to ambiguity in the con
tinuous solutions in the corresponding regions, this 
being a consequence of the hydrodynamic phenomena in 
the matter moving in the system (1.1). The dynamics 
of trial matter with (1.4), moving with the investigated 
symmetry against the background of a vacuum model of 
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type V and reducing to a Galilean spacetime, is also 
considered (Sec. 4). 

The general relations in anisotropic models with 4-
velocity not orthogonal to V3 were discussed in [l2J. 

Questions connected with the inevitability of a singu
larity in cosmological solutions and with its possible 
character are discussed in [2,13-15,6]. 

2. HOMOGENEITY CONDITION, COMOVING SYSTEM, 
AND INCOMPLETENESS OF THE SYNCHRONOUS 
SYSTEM 

The group criterion of homogeneity (Sec. 1) leads in 
the considered case of the Bianchi type V model to a 
metric in the synchronous sytem in the form (1.1), (1.2), 
for which the component ROl of the Einstein equations 
with the tensor (1.3) yields 

cR""",-2(h,-h,) = (8nklc') (e+p)II,U" h,=fI,IR" h,=fI,IR, (2.1) 

(the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the time 
T). It follows from (2.1) that ul = 0 only at Rl(T) = R2 (T) 
in (1.2), i.e., for the open Friedmann model. In the 
anisotropic case with hl I hz we have u1 I 0, i.e., the 
matter moves in the system (1.1). 

For the 4-velocity components in (1.1) and (1.2) we 
have 

u'=u,=eh q;,' u,=R, sh q;, q;=q;(x'); 

v=u,luo=R, th q;; (vlc),=th' q;. (2.2) 

From (1.5) with i = 1 we obtain for the metric (1.1), (1.2), 

R, SIl(r=K{ IR, IR,' eh q; exp [2 S (th q;IR,)dx' ]) r-', K= eonst. 

(2.3a) 

e=K,! (R, sh qJ) ,/(,-0, K,=const. (2.3b) 

Let us transform from the synchronous system (1.1), 
(1.2), to the comoving system yi with u1 = 0 (since there 
is no rotation we have gOO' = 0 in the comoving system). 
The conditions ul = 0 and gOl = 0 are satisfied at y2,3 
= X2,3 and under the transformations with allowance for 
(2.3a) (excluding the permissible transformations of 
each of the coordinates) 

y'=Kx' + S KV-'(x')dx', y'=x' + S R,-'(x")V(x')dx'. (2.4) 

By virtue of (2.4), the coefficients of the metric (1.1), 
(1.2) depend on the quantity 

'f,=y'-Ky', xO=XO(;). (2.5) 

The arbitrary constant K characterizes the velocity in 
the synchronous system; at K = 0 the synchronous sys
tem is comoving (the open Friedmann model). 

The metric in the comoving system, when account is 
taken of (2.5), takes the form 

ds'=T'm (dy')'-X'(£) (dy')'-e-"'Y'(£) [(dy')'+ (dy')'], 

u;=T6.'. 
(2.6) 

The isotropic lines with y2 = const and y3 = const are 
given for (2.6) by the equations 

Tdy'=±Xdy', d6=(i=F/l-''')dy', (2.7) 

According to (2.7), for the values ~ = ~* with fl = 1, 
the direction of the coordinate line ~ = ~* coincides with 
the direction of one of the families of the isotropic lines; 
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these coordinate lines are tangent to the light cones 
and make up the surface of the horizon. OS] 

The transformation formulas relating the metrics 
(1.1), (1.2), with (2.6) take the form 

n,'=X'-K'T', R,=Y exp J (-VR,-')dx', 

V'=R,'K'T'IX', (vlc)'=l//l, 

X=R, eh q;, d6/dx' = VIKT'=±[ (/l-l)/~tr'IT. (2.8) 

These formulas are meaningful only at fl 2: 1. Thus, the 
initial synchronous system (1.1) and (1.2) covers only 
the region fl 2: 1 of the metric (2.6) and turns out to be 
(generally speaking) incomplete. It is essentially this 
circumstance that follows from geometriC considera
tionS and is not connected with the actual solution of the 
GRT equations. 

In the range of values 0 :s fl :s 1 of the comoving 
system (2.6) the coordinate XO acquires in accordance 
with (2.8) a spacelike character. The invariant mani
folds (homogeneous spaces) V3 on which the group of 
motions G4V acts are no longer spacelike. This circum
stance is an essential feature of homogeneous models 
with invariant manifolds V3 that are not orthogonal to 
the 4-velocity. For O:s J1. :s 1, in analogy with the syn
chronous system (1.1) for J1. 2: 1, there exists a metric 

ds'=Ro' (x') (dx')'- (dx')'-e-'''R,' (x') ( (dx'),+ (dx') '] (2.9) 

with a dependence on the spatial variable Xl. The re
gion J1. 2: 1 covered by the synchronous system will be 
called the T-region, and the region 0 :s J1. :s 1 covered 
by the metric (2.9) will be called the X region.l) For 
the metric (2.9) we have in analogy with (2.2) 

u'=chA/Ro, u,=shi .. I.=I.(X'), 

V=thAlRo. (vlc}'=th' A, 
(2.10) 

and integration of (1.5) leads to the relations 

Ro ell i.=K, {RoR,' sh I, exp[2J (Ro th I,) -'dx']} "-', K, =COllst, 

e=KoI (Ro eh 1,),-,"'1-", Ko=const. 

The transformation formulas 

y'=Kx'+ J KV(x')dx', y'=x'+ S R,-'(x')V-'(x')dx' (2.11) 

lead to the metric (2.6) with ~ = yO - Kyl; we then have 

Ro'=K'T'-X', 
dx' 

R,=Y exp J (-R,'V) , 

(~ )' = (VR,)'=~t, X=R,shA, ~= __ 1_ 
dx' KT'V (2.12) 

Returning to the comoving system (2.6) with (2.5) 
we obtain from (1.5), taking (1.3) and (1.4) into account, 

e=K,(XY')', K,=const, (2.13a) 

T= (XY') v-t. (2.13b) 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE GRAVITATION EQUATIONS 

We consider the GRT equations (with allowance for 
(1.3) and (1.4) 

Rt- (RI2) 6.'= (8nklc') T.' (3.1) 

in the co moving system (2.6). The components of (3.1) 
with i = k = 0 and i = k = 1 have in this case the respec
tive forms[l7] (the prime and the dot denote differentia
tion with respect to yl and l / c, respectively) 
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1 1, 2 8:rr;k 
-'-T' h2(2h,+h')+~X2 (-21., +21.,1.,-31., )=-e, 
e ~ 

(3.2) 

1 " 1, 8nk 
e'T' (2h,+3h, -2h,h.)--xz(I., +21..1.,)=y(-p). (3.3) 

In (3.2) and (3.3), taking (2.5) into account, we have 

a InX 
h,""e-

{jy' ' 

(j !n(e-''Y) 
1.,""----

{jy' 

{jlnY 
h,""'e -- ex "'" K. 

{jy' ' 

(Hxh,). 

(3.4) 

The component of (3.1) with i = 0 and k = 1 reduces 
to the form 

{jlnT 
I.. "'" --ayt = -xh., 

{j InT 
h,"'e--. 

ay' 

(3.5) 

The analysis of (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), and (2.13) completes 
the analysis of (3.1). (l7 ,18J 

From (3.5) with allowance for (3.4) and (2.13b) we get 

h,={ex(dh,/ds) +[ 1-. (21-3) xh,lh,}/ (H1xh,). (3.6) 

Setting up the combination (y - l)Tg + Tt, which 
vanishes by virtue of (1.3) and (1.4), we obtain, taking 
(3.2)-(3.4) and (2.7) into account, 

<11] 
cx-

ds 

3(2-1) 11- [ (7y-6) +2(51-4) 1]+ (3y-2) 1]'1 

2[11-(1-1) ) 

1]"",1/xh" 11- (XI exT) '. 

From the definition of jJ. and (2.13b) we obtain 

(dl1l2l1d1]) (cd1]/dS)=h,-h.= (2-y)h,-2(1-1) h" 

(3.7) 

from which we get, taking (3.6) and (3.7) into account, 
the usual equation 

1] (1]+y) (3(2-1) 11- (1]+1) [(31-2) 1]+ (71-6) ]}dl1 

=-211{h(3'Y-2) +2 (3y-.·4) 1])11-[ (2-y) (31-2) 1']' 

-2(21'-71+4)1]+1(31-2) ]}dl']. (3.8) 

Finally, (3.2) with allowance for (3.4), (2.5), and (3.7) 
leads to the expression 

(8nkle')X'e=3[11- (HI'])')/1] (1]+1). (3.9) 
Equations (3.8), (3.7), (2.13b), and (3.9) complete in 

this case the GRT system of equations (3.1). 

Eq. (3.8) for 11(jJ.) at 1 < y < 2 cannot be integrated 
in final form. The field of the integral curves (3.8) for 
dust (y = 1) and for the ultrarelativistic equation of 
state e = 3p (y = 4/3) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
picture of the integral curves for the remaining 
values of y is shown qualitatively in Fig. 3 of the Appen
dix.2 ) By definition we have jJ. ~ O. The variation of ~ 
along the integral curves is determined by formula (3.7); 
the arrows in Figs. 1- 3 correspond to the direction of 
increasing 11~.3) The character of the singular pOints A, 
B, C , D, E, F, G, H, E and of the infinitely remote 
singular pOints, and the asymptotic behavior of the solu
tions near these pOints, are indicated in the Appendix. 

According to (3.9), the value e = 0 corresponds to the 
vacuum solution ("vacuum parabola" in the (11, jJ.) 
plane). 

(3.10) 

According to (3.9) the region with e > 0 (shown shaded in 
Figs. 1- 3) is bounded by the solution (3.10) and by the 
integral straight lines 11 = 0 and 11 = - y. On the vacuum 
parabola (3.10) are located the singular points A and H. 

The straight line jJ. = 1 separates on the integral 
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FIG. I FIG. 2 

FIG. I. Picture of the integral curves of Eq. (3.8) for dustIike matter 
('Y = I). 

FIG. 2. Picture of the integral curves of Eq. (3.8) for matter with an 
ultrarelativistic equation of state ('Y = 4/3). 

\' \ \ 

FIG. 3. Diagram of singular points of the Eq. (3.8) at I < 'Y < 2. 
The subscript I pertains to the interval I < 'Y < 10/9, subscript 2 pertains 
to 10/9 < 'Y < 6/5, subscript 3 to the interval 6/5 < 'Y < 4/3, and 4 to 
the interval 4/3 < 'Y < 2. 

curve the T region with Jl. ~ 1 from the X region with 
o S Jl. S 1. At the points Jl. = 1, with the exception of 
the point A, we have (at 1 S Y < 2) according to (3.7)
(3.9) 

X, Y, T - const, ~ - const, 

and from the T-region side, according to (2.8), we have4 ) 

R,-x'-O, R,-(x')", a=-2(r(+i)/[4'Y+(3~-2)1']'], 

1 v I .... e, e-const*O. 

At the singular point A lying on the intersection of Jl. = 1 
with (3.10) we have 6/5 < y < 2 

(3.11a) 
e-I ;-s. I-zv/<·-'y' .... o, 

and near the point A on the T-region Side in the system 
(1.1), (1.2) we have 

(3.11b) 

In the interval 6/5 < y < 2 we obtain I XO I - 00 and the 
asymptotic form of the flat Friedmann model for the 
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metric, but with I v I - c. The behavior of the solution 
at J1. '" 1 at the point A differs essentially in that the 
parameter XO becomes infinite at 6/5 < y < 2. 

Near the singular point H located on (3.10) we have 
in accord with (3.7)-(3.9) 

X""ey.I1H'''T~Y'(H)/('-)'>' Y~exp [(3y-4) (~-~o)/(ll-31)CY.]. (3.12a) 

The point H is a node at 10/9 < y < 6/5 (in which case H 
is in the X region) and at 4/3 < y < 2 (in which case H is 
in the T region, see Fig. 3). 

Equation (3.7) shows that on going through the straight 
line 

(3.13) 

which is located at 1 < y < 2 in the X region 0 < J1. < 1, 
the direction of variation of K~ is reversed (with the ex
ception of the singular points F at 10/9 < y < 2 and G), 
so that passage through (3.13) in the direction of 
further increase of K~ is impossible. This gives rise 
to a mathematical ambiguity (one ~ corresponds to two 
values of 1)), due to the fact that the solution has two 
sheets. The equations of the acoustic characteristics 
with y2 '" const and y3 '" const take in the comoving sys
tem (2.6), with allowance for (2.5), the form 
(w = c(dp/de)'/2 is the speed of sound)e20] 

(",Ie) Tdyo=±Xdy', K[ (1-1) ''I'I1'I']dy'+0-1) "df,=O. (3.14) 

According to these expressions, at the points ~ '" ~* 

with (3.13) the coordinate line ~ = ~* has the same 
direction as the acoustic characteristics; the envelope 
of these lines in the (yO, y') plane forms a limiting 
line (see [21]) through which the solution cannot be con
tinued. A similar situation obtains in Newtonian gas 
dynamics of nonstationary motions; the presence of a 
limiting line is interpreted there as an indication of 
the onset of a discontinuity. [20] 

The presence of a limiting line raises the question of 
the possibility of constructing solutions that have the in
vestigated symmetry and are separated by discontinuity 
surfaces. In the T region with metric (1.1), (1.2), owing 
to the dependence of the hydrodynamic quantities on T, 

introduction of a discontinuity should cause the law 
governing its propagation to take the form T'" T* = const, 
which is physically impossible (in particular, conjuga
tion with the Friedmann solution is impossible on the dis
continuity). In the X region with metric (2.9), the struc
ture of the motion admits of introduction of an (immobile) 
discontinuity surface at x '" x* '" const. It is necessary to 
satisfy on this surface the conservation laws [Tiknk] 
'" OPO] which take in this case, in the system (2.9) with 
allowance for (2.10), the form (the states on opposite 
sides of the discontinuity are deSignated by the sub
scripts 1 and 2) 

e, (1 eh' 1.,-1) =e, (1 eh' 1.,-1), e, sh /., eh I., =e, sh I., eh 1.2. 

Therefore, when (3.9), (2.12), and the continuity of Ro 
are taken into account, it follows that the signs of e, and 
e2 on the discontinuity are equal, and also that 

so that the discontinuity in the (1), J1.) plane can go from 
the side y - 1 < J1. < 1 of (3.13) to the other side. In fact, 
however, by virtue of the structure of the field of the 
integral curves, according to Figs. 2 and 3, it is in
evitable when a discontinuity surface is introduced in 
the X region that the solution becomes discontinuous in 
the region e > 0, owing to the onset of the ambiguity. 
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Let us consider the solution for dust (p '" 0, y = 1). 
For dust, the 4-acceleration is equal to zero, ui = acl>/axi , 
the matter moves along geodesics, the speed of sound is 
w = 0, and the line (3.13) is absent. According to 
(2.13b) we have T = 1 in (2.6), so that the comoving sys
tem (2.6) is synchronous, but has a dependence on ~ 
and there is a difference between the T region (J1. ~ 1) 
and the X region (0 ~ J1. ~ 1). The solution for dust, ob
tained by integrating (3.3) in the comoving system 
(2.6)/8] takes the form els ] 

s=Fo(±sh 1]-1]), Y=Fo(±eh 1]-1), 

XY=-Y'+KFo('+sh'1). e=-3e'Fo/4nkXY'. 
(3.15) 

In terms of the variables (1), J1.), the integral (3.8) for 
dust takes the form 

11'''1][11- (1+1'])'] =ko(1 +11)', ko=const. 

The picture of the integral curves is shown in Fig. 1. 
The point B in Fig. 1 corresponds to a singularity (in 
the X region) (e -+ 00) with 

Y~exp(-Sley.), s-o; X-s if ko*-(4/27)'\ 

x-r if ko=-(4127)'" (3w'''(l+1'])'[1±2(-1-1'])'h]); 

the values 1) -+ 0 and J1. -+ 00 correspond to a singularity 
with the asymptotic form (A.l) (Kasner singularity 
of the "filament" type); the values J1.CY(1)2 + const '1) cor
respond as 1) - ±oo to asymptotic isotropization with 
the asymptotic form (A.2). According to Fig. 1, two 
types of regimes are possible with a region where the 
parameter variation is -00 < 1)~ < +00. One corresponds 
to motion along the integral curve from K~ '" -00 in the 
region e > 0 with intersection J1. = 1 into a Singular 
point B, and then in the region e < 0 to J1. - 00 , 1) - - 0 
and from 1) -+ 00, 1) -+ + 0 in the region e > 0 to the state 
1)~ - 00; we have in this case asymptotic isotropization 
in the region e > O. This regime corresponds to the 
upper Sign in (3.15). The second regime (lower sign 
in (3.15)) corresponds to motion from 1)~ '" -00 in the 
region e < 0 to 1) -+ -00, J1. -+ const with a possible land
ing in the region OAB and to motion from 1) = + 00, J1. 
'" const to 1)~ -+ + 00 in the region e < O. 

Let us consider the solution for an equation of state 
e '" 3p (y = 4/3, Fig. 2). Here the 4-acceleration differs 
from zero; the solution can be continued through the 
straight line (3.13) along separatrices that pass through 
the singular points F and G and are located in the re
gion e < O. The continuous solution with e > 0 can be 
constructed in a region bounded by the parabola (3.10) 
and 1) '" 0 with J1. > 1, located in the T region. In this case 
~ varies along the integral curve within finite limits; as 
1) -+ 0 and J1. "" const '1)-2 we have a Kasner singularity 
with asymptotic form (A.l); at the point A we have 
the asymptotic form (3.11b) as XO -+ 00 for K > 0 and as 
XO -+ - 00 for K < O. 

Proceeding to the general case with 1 < y < 2, we 
note that the character of the solution (see Fig. 3) 
depends essentially on the equation of state. In the in
terval 1 < y < 6/5, the point A is a saddle; the inter
section between the integral curves and the line J1. = 1 
occurs outside the point A at finite ~, but with further 
displacement in the region e > 0 a crossing of (3.13) 
takes place. It is possible to construct in the region 
e > 0, J1. > 1, 1) > 0 a continuous solution from J1. '" 00 , 

1) = + 0 (Kasner singularity of the "filament" type) 
to J1. "" 1)2; K~ -+ +00 (isotropization to the Friedmann 
open model). At 6/5 < y < 4/3 the point A is a node 
and H is a saddle. Continuous solutions of three 
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types are then possible in the region e > 0, fJ. > 1, 
1] > 0: from fJ. = 00 , 1] = + 0 to fJ. ~ 1]2 (analogous to the 
solution at 1 < y < 6/5), from fJ. = 00, 1] = + 0 to the 
point H (3.12a) with K~ - 00 and 

and from fJ. = 00, 1] = + 0 to the point A with finite ~ and 
(3.Ha); only the first of these regimes undergoes iso
tropization to the Friedmann model. At y > 473 it is 
possible to construct a continuous solution (which does 
not undergo isotropization) in the region e > 0, fJ. > 1, 
1] > 0, analogous to the case y = 4/3. We note also that 
at 1 < y < 2 it is possible to construct continuous solu
tions with transition from the X region (from the point 
D) into the T region along separatrices that pass 
through the singular points F at 10/9 < y < 2 and G, 
but these SOIUtiOnS)Fig• 3) are located in the region e 
< 0 (at e < 0 for 10 9 < y < 6/5 it is possible also to 
construct solutions from the point H in the X region 
with transition to the T region). 

Let us consider also the case of an equaUon of 
state e = p (y = 2). Then (3.13) coincides with fJ. = 1. At 
y = 2 we have in accordance with (2.13) 

Y'=/-t-' (ex) -', e= (3a,c'/8nkx') T-', a,=eonst. (3.16) 

Taking (3.16) into account, expreSSion (3.9) is an 
integral of (3.8). We confine ourselves to solutions with 
e > 0 (ao > 0), putting in (3.16) ao = (b2 - 1tl with b 
= const > 1. The integral of (3.8) is then written in the 
form 

/-t=(b'-1) (1+Tj)'[b'-(1+Tj)']-', 

and integration of (3.7) yields an expression for ~(1]) in 
the form 

(1 +Tj)'(b-1-Tj)b-' (b+1 +Tj)-b-'=exp[ 4(S-6,)/cxJ. 

Integration of (3.6) determines X(1]). In Fig. 3, E coin
cides with C and B coincides with G and H at y = 2. 
There are two types of solutions in the T region: with 
b - 1 2: 1] 2: 0 and with - 2 S 1] S - b - 1 (and two types 
of motion in the X region: with 0 S 1] S - 1 and with -1 
S 1] S - 2). For b - 1 2: 1] 2: 0 we then have at 1] = b - 1 
the singularity (K~ - -00) 

/-t - exp [- _4_s_.] X _ exp [-=-(b_-_2:....:l6=-- ] 
(b-1)cx ' (b'-1)ex ' 

±x' - exp [ 3bs ] R _ (x') (b-'lI3b R _ (x') (H'"" 
(b'-1)ex" " , (3.17) 

and at 1] = 0 and fJ. = 1 we have (~- ~l' XO - const, 
d~/d1] = 0): 

fl-1-(S,-S)"'-';I:', X=exT-(s.-s)-''', 

R,""const, R,-Y""Y" I vl-e, e-+O. 

For - 2 S 1] S - b - 1 we have at 1] = - b - 1 the Singu
larity (K ~ - + 00), the asymptotic form near which is 
given by (3.17) with the substitution b - -b « -1), and 
at 1] = - 2 and fJ. = 1 we have 

/-t-1-6- S', X- (s-s,) -<"'+0/''''-0, ±x'-(s-s.) -(b>+Z)/''''-0, 

R,-x', R,- (x') (b'-OJ(b'H» , I v I-c. 

The character of the isotropy of the relict radiation 
in a model of type V was discussed by Grishchuk, 
Doroshkevich, and Novikov[9] and also by Ellis and 
King.[6] 
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4. DYNAMICS IN GALILEAN SPACE·TlME 

It is of interest to consider, against the background 
of the vacuum solution (3.10) corresponding to e '" 0 in 
(3.1), the dynamics of (trial) matter in accordance with 
the conSidered group of motions. 

In the region fJ. 2: 1 for (1.1), (1.2) at e = 0 we obtain 
from (2.1) hi = h2' which corresponds to the vacuum case 
for the open Friedmann model;5) according to (3.1) we 
have then Rl = ~ = ± CT. The transformation 

e-"=ch X+sh X cos e, x'=ex' sh X sin e cos rp, 

x'=ex ' sh X sin e sin rp 

(4.1) 

changes (1.2) into 

dl'= (cT)'[dx'+sh' X (d8'+sin' 8 drp') ], 

and the transformation[2] 
t=T eh X, r=c-r sh X, z' =r cos e. 

z'=r sin e cos rp, z'=r sin 8 sin rp 
(4.2) 

reduces (1.1), (1.2) to the Minkowski metric 

ds'= (cdt) '- [ (dz') '+ (dz') '+ (dz') , J. (4.3) 

According to (4.2) we have 

(CT) '= (ct) '- (z')'- (z') '- (z') ';;'0, 
(4.4) 

so that (4.1) and (4.2) transform the space (1.1), (1.2) 
into the cavity (4.4) of the light cone of the plane 
(ct, zQ!). Analogously, in the region 0 S fJ. S 1 we ob
tain for the metric (2.9) at e = 0 (from (3.1) Ro = R2 
= ± Xl , while the transformation 

e-x'=ch X+sh X ch~, et=x' sh X eh~. z'=x' eh x, 

z'=x' shX sh ~ cos rp=x'x'e-"', z'=x' sh y'sh ~ sin rp=.x'x·'e-~ (4.5) 

converts (2.9) into the metric (4.3), where in accord 
with (4.5) 

- (x') '=(et)'- (z') '- (Z2) '- (z') '';;;0, (4.6) 

so that the space (2.9) is transformed into the cavity 
(4.6) of the light cone of the plane (ct, z Q!). 

For trial matter with an equation of state (1.4), mov
ing against the background of the metric with e = 0 in 
(3.1), the equations (2.3)-(2.5) and (2.8) are valid and 
lead to the metric (2.6) with (3.10), (2.13), while 1](0 
and YW are given by (3.7) and (3.10). At y /1,4/3,2 
we have the solution 1] = 1]H and fJ. = fJ.H (Fig. 3). 

Consider dustlike trial matter with y = 1. According 
to (2.13), (3.10), and (3.17) we have 

Tj+1=s/cx, T=1, X'= (cx)'/-t=s', e=const/(1')+ 1) IJ'. 

According to (2.8), (2.3a), and (2.12) at fJ. 2: 1 we have XO 
= 1 cKI [1](1] + 2)]1/2 for ~ = CK(1] + 1) > 0, XO = 

-I cKI [1](1] + 2)]112 for ~ < 0, and at 0 S fJ. S 1 we have 
(Xl)2 '" _ (CK)21](1] + 2), (Xl)2 S (CK)2. 

Let us examine the dynamics in the system (1.1), 
(1.2) from XO = - 00 with increasing xO. If K < 0, i.e., the 
matter is gathered together by cosmological contraction, 
then as XO = -00 we have K~ = +00,1] = +00, and at the 
instant XO = 0 we arrive at a singularity with e = 00 

(point A of Fig. 1), which corresponds in the system 
(4.3) to the light cone T = 0 (4.4). On the other hand if 
K > 0, i.e., the matter moves apart in the course of con
traction, then as XO = -00 we have K~ = -00,1] = -00, and at 
XO = 0 we arrive at 1] = - 2 and fJ. = 1 with e = const and 
with a possible continuation of the solution into the X 
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region up to the singularity Jl '" 0, T/ '" -1, which corres
ponds in (4.3) to the hyperbola 

(z') ,+ (z') ,+ (z') '- (et)'= (ex) '. 

The Milne model corresponds to K '" O. 

We consider also the dynamics of matter with e '" 3p 
and y '" 4/3. Continuous motion, according to Fig. 2, is 
possible in the region Jl ~ 1, T/ ~ 0; in this case 

(cT)'=const·exp(-31'}) (1'}+2) II'}, e=const·I'}' exp(61'}). 

A singularity with e = 00 is reached at T/ = +00, corres
ponding in (4.3) to the light cone T'" 0 (4.4), the inside 
cavity of which is occupied by the moving matter, and 
on the cone itself we have in the system (4.3) 

(v"/c)'=z"lct, Iv'l =c. 

I am grateful to S. P. N ovikov, V. A. Be linskil, and 
L. P. Grishchuk for valuable discussions. 

APPENDIX 

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AT THE SINGULAR 
POINTS OF Ea. (3.8) (FIG. 3) 

Taking (2.13b) and (3.7) into account we have 

Point A-formulas (3.l1a), (3.11b). 

Point B (complex node): 

']0=-,,(, ~0=("(_1)2; 1'}-I'}B""Const· (~-~B)' cX(I]-I]o)'" 
"'-3(,,(-1) (s-£'), 

Point C (saddle): T/C = -y, JlC '" O. 

Point D (node): 
I'}D=-1, ~ID=O; ~=const· (1'}+ 1) , c 1'}+1-exp(2S!ex) 

II ~"'-4(1-1) (1'}+1)/3{2-,,() C 1'}+1-exp(4S/cx), x~--oo; 

R,-T"'const, R,-Y -(x') -'/'_00. 

Point E (node): 

,],= (ll-/Y) / (:J-r-2) , fl,,=O; ~t ~c()nst· (']-']') "':-'"",:-,) 

and ).1''''''(1-1) (1]-'1,)/3(71-6), x~ ..... +oo. 

Points F (focus at 1 < y < 10/9, saddle at 10/9 < y < 2) 
and G (saddle at 1 < y < 2): 

(31-2) ~~,G +2 (.),- \) ']', ,,+, (3'(-2) =0, 1],>-,,(, 

Point H (formulas (3.12a»: 

I'}H= (6-5"(); (31--4), !t,,= (1],,+ 1)', 

the directions of dT//dJl of the entrance kl (vacuum 
parabola) and k2: 

k,= (4-3y)/4("(-1), ",=3 (6-5"() (2-y)! '1(,,(-1) (.3y-2); 

in the case of a node (10/9 < y < 6/5 and 4/3 < y < 2) 

I'}-']H""k'(~-fl,,)+const· ~l", a~«(j-J,) (4-3,)/(2-,) (9,-10), 

1'}-1],,-eXp [2(4-3"(ls/(6-5"(lcx]; 

at 1 < y < 6/5 and 4/3 < y < 2 we have K~ - _Xl, at 6/5 
< y < 4/3 we have K~ - 00, and at 6/5 < y < 2 in (1.1) we 
have (3.12b) along k2. 

Infinitely remote points: 

1) T/ '" 0, l/Jl = 0 (node): 

~"'const'I'}'('-")/J"-", I'} ",3 (2-,,() (;-;,)/2cx, 

R,-R,-'/Z- (x') _1/', v/e- (x') (3,_,)/" e- (x') -', 
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(A.1) 

2) T/ = -y, l/Jl = 0 (saddle); 

3) 1/T/ = 0, l/Jl = 0: 

fl",(l+I'})'+const· (1+1'}) (iO_")!('_") at 1";;,<10/9, 

~"'(l+I'})'+const at 10/9";;y<4I3 

correspond to asymptotic isotropization with 

exl'}"" (4-3yl!;, x~ ..... ±oo, s-(x')'-"I, 
(A.2) 

R,-R,-xO, vlc-(X')"I-', Ix'l-+oo; 

at y = 4/3 we have 

~1""(l+I'})·+const·1'} exp (31'}) , I'}--oo, 

~"" (-3ex/16) '1', X6 .... - 00 ; 

at 4/3 < y < 2 there enter in the singular point (3.10) 
and the solution 1/ Jl = O. 

liThe considered situation is analogous to the presence of a horizon for 
the Schwarzschild metric and for the vacuum Taub-NUT (Newman
Unti-Tamburino) metric [16]. 

2)The methods of the qualitative theory of differential equations as 
applied to cosmological models were developed in general form by 
S. P. Novikov and BogoyavlenskiY [19]. 

3)The sign of" = K/c characterizes, in accordance with (2.2), (2.3a), 
and (1.2), the direction of the velocity VI = cul/UO = c tanh ",/RI · The 
behavior of the solution as ,,~ ..... -00 and ,,~ ..... +00 is different in accor
dance with Figs. 1-3. According to (2.8) and (2.3a) we have dVdxo 
>0. 

4)The vanishing of the determinant (-g) at these points in the system 
(1.1) (or its becoming infinite at e < 0) at finite XO and e is due to the 
incompleteness of (1.1). 

S)1t is important to note the presence of an isotropic vacuum solution 
in the type V model, in contrast to the vacuum solutions in the models 
of type I and IX. 
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